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Vitality of Urban Industrial Batik Clusters in Surakarta City 

and Its Implication on Tourism Industry 
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Takeru SAKAI**, Atsusi DEGUCHI*** and Divigalpitaya PRASANNA **** 

This study intends to analyze the sustainability of kampung in cluster industry focusing on the vitality and sense 

of place in the urban heritage of Surakarta City in Laweyan and Kauman. The similarities and differences in vital 

industries of the industrial Batik clusters within urban heritage was clarified; then the sense of place focusing 

on local community and tourist perception of industrial Batik cluster was clarified by asking their opinion. 

Subsequently, to identify justification proposal for kampung improvement in urban heritage of Laweyan and 

Kauman Batik's cluster. The analysis enabled a summary of the common vitality characteristic of Batik clusters in 

urban heritage is associated with the number of business type, the concentration, relationship of entrepreneurship 

within the area and the uses of public space in various streetscape. Based on these findings, this study provides 

adaptable suggestions for future kampung improvement planning in the urban Batik industrial clusters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The human settlements in developing regions continue to 

preserve the characteristic of rural village and such a con

cept applies to urban kampung (urban villages). According to 

Funol), it is one unique feature of Indonesia that urban set

tlements are called kampung. A kampung is influenced by 

trade and commercial goods, and generally has high density, 

and a compact community pattern. In Surakarta City 90 % 

of manufacturing industry output is from small and medium 

enterprises (SME). The manufacturing and trade and tourism 

service industries are the largest sectors in the economic struc

ture ofSurakarta City. Surakarta's gross domestic product was 

accrued from manufacturing (24.1 % ) and trade and tourism 

service (24.2 %) in 20082
). Thus, the SMEs which is appear 

in kampung are scattered throughout the region of Surakarta 
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City3). Both ofSMEs and tourism industries were an important 

sector for local economic development. 

In Surakarta City Batik is one of the SME heritage-based 

industries. Batik industry consists of a group of crafts indus

tries4). The handmade-Batik industries as cultural heritage 

have faded from glory for almost 30 years. It caused by the 

changed Javanese life style and mass production of Batik us

ing modem technology5
). To revitalized the situation, Indone

sian government initiated the setting up of industrial district 

which known as industrial cluster to make existence easier to 

provide all necessary infrastructure and facilities in the same 

location, thus providing a secure base for industry and manu

facturing6). The present situation shows that Batik industry in 

urban area is clustering. Following the recognition of Indo

nesian Batik's significance, UNESCO in 2009 inscribed it as 

one of the masterpieces of intangible heritage of humanity. It's 

impacted the Batik industry to revive along with the develop

ment of tourism industry in Surakarta City. 

The reviving of the Batik industry, which is a heritage

based industry clustering within urban heritage, is a potential 

issue in urban economic development and urban sustainabili

ty. It is vital transforming these kampung settlements with her-
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itage value in to vibrant communities for the sustainability of 

the city. Many scholars have referred industries mainly carried 

out in homes as Home Base Enterprises (HBE). Jane Jacobs7
) 

described places where people can easily interact with each 

other and benefit from social networks as vibrant communi

ties. These features can be recognized with new function of 

HBE in volume and scale within in the historic urban pat

tern. This study emphasizes the vitality in broad context of 

industrial Batik clusters in urban heritage areas as well as their 

vibrant nature to make a sustainable and economically inde

pendent area harmonized with historical urban environment 

This study, therefore, focuses on the vitality and sense of place 

in urban heritage of Surakarta City. 

1.2 Objective 

The objectives of this study are as follows; 

1) To identify the similarities and differences in vitality of a 

urban space in industrial Batik clusters within urban herit

age areas Laweyan and Kauman 

2) To clarify the sense of place focusing on local commu

nity and tourists perception of industrial Batik cluster in 

Laweyan and Kauman 

3) To identify strategies for kampung improvement in urban 

heritage of industrial Batik cluster in Laweyan and Kau

man 

1.3 Literature Review 

There are several studies on vitality of urban space. Among 

others Jacobs7
) and Bosselmann8) have conducted these stud

ies. These studies have shown the vitality of urban space is 

integrated with the presence of people living in close proxim

ity. The design of built environment can influence both the 

functionality and the desirability of place. Bosselman shown 

the vitality of urban spaces can be measured by examining 

density, physical street dimension, mixture of activities, and 

public life. 

In addition literature research on Batik clusters in Indone

sia have been conducted. Based on Irawati6
), a geographical 

concentration of related industries and institutions in the same 

sector were shown as a cluster. The cluster phenomenon in 

Indonesia was constrained by the boundaries artificially set 

by the promoters of the cluster. It is spread and located in di

verse area. Tambunan9) shown that the government policies on 

SME with a clustering approach in Indonesia has not been so 

successful. Neglecting cluster linkage to markets is one main 

reason for the failure. Both of studies were analyzed from the 

economic perspective. Thus, of those studies do not clearly 

define the vitality of urban space in the organization industrial 

cluster settlement within the context of urban heritage. There

fore to strengthen cluster development studying on the vitality 

of urban space in cluster industries will help in future devel

opment. The previous studies related to tourism industry were 

conducted by Snaith etc. et all10
) and Chua11

). Snaith was using 

residents' opinion of tourism development in the historic city. 

He defined impact of tourism in the historic city. According 

to Snaith, the residents should not be viewed as homogenous 

in their support for tourism development. Other studies show 

that, tourist-dependent adaptive reuse in the historic city was 

dominated in the revitalization of the historic city. It can be ap

plied for the purpose of conservation management in historic 

city of Batik clusters. 

1.4 Methodology 

The methodology of this study as follows; first, as compar

ative study, this research compares the vitality of urban Batik 

industry that has occurred within two industrial Batik clus

ters in Surakarta City. Laweyan and Kauman were selected 

for the reasons that they have definite geographic identities in 

urban area, classification as a cluster industry and history of 

development process of Batik industry. In order to understand 

the vitality, the building density and the neighbourhood street 

size of Batik clusters have been conducted through the field 

survey. Meanwhile, the organizations of the Batik industry's 

process and capabilities, and intertwining relation of produc

tion have been studied through structured interviews with the 

entrepreneurs. The questionnaire survey gathered information 

about of type of business, location of production space, the 

total size of HBE and the possibility of braided thing produc

tion within the cluster. 

Second, in order to make assessment of the sense of place 

in industrial Batik cluster, questionnaire survey about opinion 

of entrepreneurs and tourist related to heritage site of Batik 

industry have been made. A questionnaire survey gathered in

formation about accessibility, security, tourism amenities, and 

identity of place. A total of 179 samples were collected. The 

questionnaire survey covered 79 Batik's entrepreneurs and 

100 visiting tourist. The entrepreneurs were selected by pro

portional stratified-random sampling and tourists via random 

sampling. The field survey was conducted from September to 

October 2011. 

Lastly, the arrangements with comparison studies were 

reflected by investigation of vitality on industrial Batik clus

ter and the analyses of opinion of conservation management 

of industrial Batik clusters from entrepreneurs and tourist 

has been made to identify the critical issues for sustainabil

ity of industrial Batik clusters within urban heritage isses in 

Surakarta City. 

1.5 Surakarta Industrial Batik Cluster 

The working definition of cluster in this research is based 
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Fig. 1 Laweyan and Kauman Industrial Batik Clusters 

on Irawati6
). A cluster is a geographically proximate group 

of interconnected businesses and associated institutions in 

a particular field, liked by communalities. Clustering refers 

to the process in which geographically proximate producers, 

suppliers, buyers and other actors develop and intensify col

laboration with mutual beneficial of Batik manufacture. Batik 

manufacture is a textile processed and assembled by hand. 

Generally, the Batik workshops are located in the houses of 

the proprietors. The numbers of employees in these businesses 

are small and a close relationship is usually maintained be

tween worker and employer. Craftsmanship and know ledge 

is passed through families from generation to generation. 

Two chosen sites which formed clusters have been selected: 

Laweyan (20.56 ha) and Kauman (20.10 ha) in Surakarta (Fig. 

1 ). The selection of the study areas based on the formation of 

each cluster was Batik manufacture. 

Another reason for selecting the site was the clusters were 

established naturally as traditional activities of local commu

nities whose production of textile handmade production, have 

long been proceeding and the workers have special skills in 

making Batik textile. Laweyan was a cotton industrial cluster 

which then developed into a Batik cluster due to market de

mand. It was an independent industrial center in the periphery 

of Surakarta city. By mayoral decision No. 646/l l/l/1997in 

199712l, Laweyan was designated as a heritage settlement in 

order to conserve Batik houses built around 1913, as well as 

the merchant township with European, Chinese and Islamic 

architecture. Meanwhile, Kauman in Surakarta is part of the 

castle and was originally occupied by royal servants ( abdi 

dalam). The greatest demand for Batik during this period has 

been for traditional clothing and ritual articles. Another reason 

of selection site is recently; both sites were tourism destina

tion in Surakarta City. 

Table 1. Population and Building Density 

DNrict Area P<tJulation Population TOOll Number of Building 
(ha) (Peqile) ~· Building Deruity 

~eoplcllll} (Buildit12'1ia) 
l LM~m XJ.48 200 101.70 855 41 

Karnnl11 )).10 3524 17532 942 46 

In Surakarta City, the tourism industry is dominated by 

domestic tourist visitors. The number of domestict tourists 

visiting Surakarta City from 2008 until 2010 significanctly 

increased. The avarage increased was around 33.33 %13
). In 

2008 the total number of tourist visiting is about 600,639 peo

ples, in 2009 it was about 616,956 and in 2010, about 988,615 

visitors. The increasing number of visitors was caused by 

good effort of local government to create an international and 

national event and promotion, including promotion of Batik 

clusters in Laweyan and Kauman area as tourism destination. 

Related event for promoting Batik for national scale have 

been launched since 2008 as a yearly event. 

2. VITALITY 

2.1 Density 

The analysis of density in this research was analyzed 

through building density and the neighbourhood street size 

within the cluster area. In Laweyan the total number of build

ings was about 855 and building density in Laweyan was about 

41 building per ha. Meanwhile, the total number of buildings 

was about 942 and the building density was 46 bu~lding per ha 

in Kauman. The registered population ofLaweyan neighbour

hoods in 2009 was around 2.083 inhabitants and population 

density was 101. 70 people per ha. In Kauman, the registered 

population of neighbourhood in 2010 was around 3524 in

habitants and population density reached 175.32 people per 

ha (Table 1 ). The result showed that Kauman has the higher

density neighbourhoods compared to Laweyan area. 
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Fig. 2 Relationship of Bussiness in Laweyan Area 

Based on Bosselmann9
), neighbourhood street size can Table 2. Street Type of Batik's Cluster 

be also identical with density, as in building density or peo

ple per-acre. It can be perceived differently depending upon 

physical, but also social variable. Bosselmann mentioned that 

based on Rapoport, the perception of density is influenced by 

those characteristics that confirm the sense of being in crowd

ed environment. From the field survey show three types of 

kampung's street were found out based on the shape and loca

tions within HBE of Batik were concentrating. In Laweyan, 

the hierarchy of kampung's streets are more clearly visiable. 

The main street within kampung is Sidoluhur street. It's locat

ed in the northern part. It has width about 8.00 m. In the centre 

of the Sidoluhur street (section B-B', Fig. 2), along the side of 

the street is higher density street of gallery facade compared 

to the west area (section A-A', Fig. 2). 

The density perceived is associated with actual fa9ade 

gallery. High degree of fa9ade articulation for gallery, high 

window and commerce street amenities such as advertising 

billboard, public lamp, and garbage trash is counted. Mean

while in the west area, the surrounding of fa9ade articulation 

is dominated with wall barring fence of compound house with 

low windows and doors articulation. Meanwhile the sub-street 

Section 
Average 

Strcetscape 
Width Building Surroundings Type Height Amenities 

I A-I\ 73J 5.00-53J Willed Caucte -
Frnce 

~ 
2 BB' 4.00-7.00 WalkxlCa:mtc Ikminaocc ~ 8.00 

~ Frnce ootising 
~ 

3 CC' 3.00 4.00-53J WtlledCauae -
Fence 

I A-I\ 4.CXJ 33J-7.00 HrntSideofGalleiy frmiraxc 
'1111 a:ivcrti'iing 

... ~ 2 BB' 4.70 5.00-53J FirntSi<EotUtllety -;r 
FirntSidcofGillety lli1iirarxr 

:<;;; 3 C-C' 3.00 5.00-53J <rlvettising 

was located in the southern part has width from 2.00 m to 3.00 

m (section C-C', Fig. 2). The characteristic in this street is 

less dense. The surroundings are dominated with wall barring 

fence of compound house (Table 2, Fig. 4 ). 

In Kauman, the area was surrounded with the main Street 

of Surakarta City. Hasyim Ashari Street is the dense street 

where Batik's gallery concentrated. It's located in west part 

area. The width street is about 4.90m (section A-A', Fig. J). 

The surroundings are dominated with high degree of fa9ade, 

window and door articulation for gallery function. The sub

street has located in the southern part has width about from 

2.00 m until 3.00 m (section B-B' and section C-C', Fig. 3). 
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Fig.3 Relationship of Bussiness in Ka um an Area 
The surroundings are dominated with high degree of fa9ade, 

window, and door articulation for gallery function. The amen

ities of streetscape for tourism are also found more diverse 

(Table 2, Fig. 4 ). 

It was found that the characteristic of street in Laweyan is 

perceived differently from Kauman's. The perceived density 

is closely associated with actual density when measured as 

a total fa9ade surroundings area per linear measurement. In 

the more densely populated areas the majority of pedestrians 

arrived at the Batik's HBE by informal transportation such 

as foot, motorcycle or rickshaw. Inside of Kauman Area can 

only be accessed by several limited of transportation methods 

due to the width of the kampung's street. In the lower-density 

neighbourhoods the majority of pedestrians came from neigh

bourhoods further away and reached the Batik's shop predom

inantly by car, taxi or bus. Even though, the southern part of 

Laweyan is less accessible by any formal transportation due to 

narrow roads with a width of about 2 meters due to the struc

ture of urban pattern. 

2.2 Mixture of Business Type of Industrial Batik Cluster 

and Their Distribution in Laweyan and Kauman 

The result of the field survey show that the distribution of 

Batik's HBE in Laweyan and Kauman depends on the proc

ess and capabilities of Batik production. The production proc

ess of Batik as a whole generally consists of six basic steps: 

(1) pattern-making, (2) the waxing process, (3) dyeing, (4) 

removing the wax, (5) tailoring (designing clothes, cloth-cut

ting, sewing, finishing), and (6) sales. From the field survey, 

Fig.4 Street Scape in Laweyan and Kauman 

it was discovered that there are two types of production proc

ess. In the full Batik process, the whole production process is 

carried out in the same workshop. This type of production is 

referred to as "factory-based production". In half production 

process, half of the production was carried out outside the site 

area. In both situations the finishing and selling of products 

are conducted within the site areas. Batik workshops can be 

classified into six categories based on the function, such as 

workshop, apparel, gallery, workshop and gallery, apparel and 

gallery, and full production company of Batik. In Laweyan, 

the uses include workshop (13.0%), apparel (13.0%), gallery 

( 41.3 % ), workshop and gallery (15 .2 % ), apparel and gal

lery (4.3 %) and company of Batik full production (13.0%). In 

Kauinan, galleries dominated the uses (81.3%). This demon

strates the diversity of business types in Batik production that 

appears in the Laweyan cluster (Table 3). The mixture of Batik 

production business is visible in space used for different activ

ities within HBE. In Laweyan, 28.3 % of entrepreneurs used 
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living or family room as part of business space. Meanwhile, 

in Kauman, 40.6 % of entrepreneurs used special room, an 

expansion of the main house for gallery. One unique feature 

of Laweyan is 21. 7 % of entrepreneurs have their own Batik 

factories (Table 3). The total size of an HBE is determined 

by the technology and production process that occur in each 

firm. Laweyan has a bigger mean size of HBE for full Batik' 

production (567.5 m2
). HBE mean sized for workshop used is 

about 172.8 m2. It has bigger mean size compared to Kauman 

where the workshop size was only 1114.0 m2. Meanwhile 

Kauman has a bigger mean size for gallery used (203.0 m2
) 

compared to Laweyan (120.7 m2
). It was visiable that proofed 

the mixture of business type in Kauman is dominance by gal

lery. Meanwhile in Laweyan has biggest mean size for work

shop (Table 3). 

The field survey finding showed that the concentration of 

business type of Batik industry for gallery function in Lawey

an and Kauman are different. In Laweyan the galleries are 

especially concentrated along Sidoluhur Street. The concen

trations of apparel and Batik's factory were dispersed around 

south part area of kampung neighbourhood, particulary in 

kampung Sentono and kampung Kidul Pasar. Meanwhile in 

Kau'man showed that the agglomerations of galleries are in 

the south part of Kauman area, due to its proximity to the main 

market of Klewer. The galleries are especially concentrated 

in Wijaya Kusuma Street, Trisula Street, and Hasyim Ashari 

Street (Fig. 1). 

2.3 Intertwining of Production 

Batik's cluster can be classified into active cluster types6). 

It is indicating has developed rapidly in term of skill improve

ment, technological upgrading and successful of domestic and 

export market. It caused by good relation of intertwining of 

production. Intertwining of production refers to the relation

ships in production chain among entrepreneurs within cluster. 

The intertwining. of Batik industry can be divided into two 

main types: The Batik industry that has branch units and the 

independent units of production within the cluster. The former 

means HBEs that cooperating for production with others 

HBEs, While the latter have less frequented cooperation with 

others HBEs or independent business. 

In Laweyan, these rClationships show that the business has 

.relation to other HBEs are often under single ownership. The 

business runs the full Batik production include; Merak Manis 

Company, Gress Tenan Company, Putra Laweyan, and Batik 

Gunawan Design . Company. Among others, Batik Gunawan 

Company has four HBEs Batik factories in different locations. 

(Fig.2). Meanwhile in Kauman, there was only one big com

pany that has a two HBE units within the area, which is Guna-

Table 3. Bussiness Types 

1. Co1hpany of Batik 
Full Production 

· 2 · Living Space & Gallery Used 

3. ~.~~:~~.~~.~~~ ~.~~2·ksh·~·-

Gallery 

567.5 m
2 

150.3 
172.8 

···TiT4 .o"·illr·· 
73.8 

397.2 m
2 

wan B·atik Company (Fig.3). The reason for opening more 

than one unit business was to open for more wider marke( 

segment. The galleries are located in strategic locations such 

us the main street or accessible street. Meanwhile the produc

tion units (Batik factory) placed near supporting units such 

as the apparel production in the sub-street of kampung Street. 

The apparel industry within Batik cluster has a close relation

ship with other enterprises. The apparel industries support the 

galleries to produce clothing and sell it through the galleries 

within the cluster area. The field survey show, in Laweyan 4.3 

% has production relationships among the HBE's within the 

cluster, meanwhile in Kauman it was 3 .1 % (Table 3 ). 
2.4 Uses ofKampung Space 

According Randolph 14
) public outdoor space in neighbour

hood used any occasion such as for work and leisure activities, 

political gatherings, and educational projects. In kampung 

Batik Laweyan and Kauman, the public outdoor spaces are 

used obviously on sidewalk as space of economic activities 

(street vendors, pool of rent motor cycle or rickshaw), leisure 

activities (taking a walk, children playing, hanging out, sitting 

on the front yard of HBE, watching communal television); 

sidewalk as security activities (pool of communal security .,_. 

Pos Kamling), community gathering (Batik Training Center 

- BTC, mosque) and movement from place to place (walking 

to work). From the field survey, it was understood that the 

public outdoor space in kampung Batik was used commonly 
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for economic and leisure activity rather than for work related is the reason started their business. In the social analyze that 

to the Batik industry (Fig. 5). The economic benefits by tour- influence sense of place, both of locations had positive feel

ism activities were observed in both clusters. In the observa- ings associated with sense ofplace related with the history of 

tion it was found that much more activity related to Batik pro-

duction process occurred inside the compound of HBE both 

in Laweyan and Kauman. It was caused by the influenced of 

merchant house typology. Particularly in Laweyan, the typol

ogy of house is inside the wall of compound house. As mention 

above in chapter 2.2, the average mean sized ofHBE for work

shop uses is big in Laweyan, Thus, the home-based spaces ac

counted for the major portion of work used space. 

The survey results show that the types of public space in 

Laweyan are more diverse than in the Kauman Area. Open 

space such as cemetery and street . space are used for public 

space. Meanwhile in Kauman there is no open space such as 

cemetery within the area, due to the limitation of open space 

for the neighbourhood. Laweyan and Kauman use the comer 

junction area as public space such as security guard, public 

information or the pool of informal transportation (rickshaw or 

motorcycle rentals) (Fig. 6). 

3. SENSE OF PLACE 

3.1 Sense of Place Based Local Community 

It is important to design place that bring about attachment, 

dependency, and identity clearly goes beyond the setting of 

dimension8l. Sense of place has focused on place attachment, 

dependency and identification with place, in each of environ

ments of Batik's cluster in Laweyan and Kauman. In order to 

analyze the sense of place, a questioner survey has been con

ducted. The total number of questionnaire for entrepreneurs in 

both areas was different. Laweyan has 46 of questionnaires; 

meanwhile Kauman has 32 numbers of questionnaires. The 

survey found 29 (63.10 %) of entrepreneurs started their busi

ness because of inheritance. In second rank, 5 (11.10 % ) of 

entrepreneurs shown that near supply chain within the cluster 

was their reason. Another reason, 4 (8.60 %) of entrepreneurs 

have expressed the history of the site area is the reason started 

their business. Meanwhile in Kauman, 11 (34.30 %) of en

trepreneurs started their business because they are near their 

supply chain. In second rank, 7 (21.90 %) of entrepreneurs ex

pressed that the inheritance was the reason. Another reason, 6 

( 18. 70 % ) of entrepreneurs shown that history of the site area 
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Fig.5 Uses of Kampung Space 

LAWEYAN 

Open Space 

Streetscape 

Sidoluhur Street 

KAUMAN 

Streetscape 

Trisula 3 Street Hasy im Street 

Fig.6 Type of Public Space in Laweyan and Ka um an 

Table 4. Visitor Users 

Batik No.of Gender(%) Age(%) DuraOOntoStiy (Hours) Intention (%) 
Ouster n1Sp00dent 

Female I Male - <15-34 I <35ro >l 11-3 I 3-5 Weekend 11\fonth 2-3/ ' First 
Month Time 

Laweyan 50 30 (60%) 20 (40%) 18 (36%) 17 (34%) 5 (1 0%) 42 (84%1) 3 (6%) 0 6 (12%) 18 (36%) 26 (52%) 

Kauman 50 31(62%) 19 (38%) 32 (64%) 33 (66%) 9 ( 18%) 39 (78%) 2 (4%) 1 l (22%) 8 ( 16%) 6 (12%) 50 (25%) 
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the site (Fig. 7). Although the entrepreneurs in Laweyan have a 

strong_ attachment within the site compared to Kauman. Kau

man has a strategic location due to the proximity to central 

market and to the city center. It was easy to start a business in 

Kauman area compared to in Laweyan. It makes most of the 

entrepreneurs were new comers. They are come from outside 

of Kauman area. 

In search of other physical characteristics that influence 

sense of place, the field survey found that a narrow street was 

associated with a stronger feeling of desirability, uniqueness, 

tidiness, and enclosure. The wide street was associated with 

stronger feelings of safety, spaciousness, openness and bright

ness. Both locations had positive feelings associated with 

them. The street typology in Laweyan are very special due to 

their location on surroundings of physical appearance (mer

chant house of Batik's maker)12>. Along the wide street (Sidol

uhur street) located galleries, the unique character of baring 

wall fence and an easily distinguishable street form is likely 

to produce a strong sense of place in Laweyan. The field study 

found that in Kauman dominated with narrow street type, the 

entrepreneurs knew more neighbours and more by name. And 

due to face to face of fa~ade in the narrow street it apparently 

attracted more people to communicate. The presences of face 

Distribution Place 

Near Supply Chain 

Access 

Infrastructure 

EKauman mLaweyan 

Fig.7 Sense of Place (Local Community Opinion) 

60(% 

40% 

20% 

0 
6 % (3) 

Easy 

KAUMAN 

Fair Difficut 

•LAWEYAN 
Fig.8 Accessibility (Visitor Opinion) 

to face favade in the narrow street explain the intimacy rela- 120 %.,..---------------------
tion and finding about knowing neighbours in Kauman. Both 

of locations have the identity of the place that shown form the 

social and physical analyze. It is the reason why most of the 

entrepreneurs interested to start their own business in both ar

eas. They are willing to conserve their environment area as 

value of selling market. 

3.2 Sense of Place Based Visitor-dependent Visiting 

In order to understand attachment, dependency and iden

tification with place the tourist visiting has been conducted. 

The Total number of questionnaire in both areas was 100, most 

of them being domestic tourists. Laweyan has 50 of question

naires; meanwhile Kauman has 50 numbers of questionnaires. 

In Laweyan, 30 ( 60%) of respondents were female respondents 

versus Kauman's 31 (62 %). The average age of residents re

spondents in both of location were in the range of 35-60 years 

old (Table 4). 

The result of tourist visiting shows that the average 

tourist comes to visit each area for similar about 1-3 hours. 

Although, 42 (84 %) of tourist respondents stayed longer in 

Laweyan compared to Kauman 39 (78%). In Laweyan, they 

offered diverse activities to promote tourism. It was arranged 

by Laweyan Batik's communities. Most of tourists stayed 

longer in Laweyan were having heritage trail or Batik's work

shop instead having Batik's shopping. In Laweyan 18 (26 % ) 

40 %""F----

20 % +-------
o .. ____ _ 

Good Fair 
KAUMAN •LAWEYAN 

Fig.9 Security (Visitor Opinion) 

Good 

KAUMAN 

Fair 

&LAWEYAN 
Not Good 

Fig.10 Tourism Amenities (Visitor Opinion) 
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of respondents shown rarely visit to Laweyan. It is reversed 

in Kauman. 11 (22) % of tourist respondents in Kauman visit 

every weekend, due to proximity to the city center. Among 

them, 26 (52 %) of tourist respondents shown it was first time 

visited Laweyan. Meanwhile, 50 (25 % ) of tourist respondents 

shown it was first time to visit Kauman. Even though, visitor 

to Laweyan show it is easy to reach La:weyan area compared 

to Kauman area. In Laweyan, 40 (80%) was mentioned it was 

easy to reach Laweyan. Most of the visitor to Kauman area 

reflected that Kauman area is not accessible 29 (58 %) (Fig. 8). 

Due to the narrow of the street type in Kauman it is not acces

sible for visitor to walk used their own vehicle. 

Both visitor groups agree that security in those areas were 

different. In Laweyan 3 9 (78 % ) feel fairly secure walking 

within the area (Fig. 9). In Kauman 42 (92 %) of them ex

pressed felt safe. In Laweyan, 36 (72 %) expressed that there 

is a fair availability of tourism amenities, meanwhile in Kau

man (32) 64 % felt this way. 10 (20 %) of tourist respondent in 

Laweyan expressed that there is not good of tourism amenities 

(Fig. IO). Subsequently, the questionnaire results indicate that 

identity is needed to preserve the Kauman 49 (98 % ) area when 

comparing Laweyan 27 (54 %). The developments in the city 

center is dynamic, and due to this reason the visitor to Kauman 

recommend it is strongly necessary to preserve the traditional 

Batik houses in Kauman Area. Mean while the respondent in 

Laweyan reflected the reverse (Fig. 11 ). 

4. INFLUENCING FACTORS IN VITALITY OF KAM

PUNG BATIK 

4.1 Functionality as Lively Environment 

The vitality of kampung Batik industrial clusters in Lawey

an and Kauman can be influenced by functionality and the de

sirability of place. The field survey found that vita1ity is closely 

associated with the mixture of building function uses when 

measured as total building type within the area. Functionality 

as kampung settlement, industrial Batik cluster and historical 

integrity in both industrial Batik Clusters in both areas influ

ences desirability of tourism service industry. 

Currently, the tourism service industry comes after the 

revival of Batik industry in 2004. The tourism service indus

try caused a greater mixed of business type in Laweyan Batik 

cluster. Thus, Laweyan business types are more diverse than 

inKauman. 

The revival period of Batik industry since 2004 has caused 

the agglomeration of gallery within the area. Before Laweyan 

building function was the place only for the production of Ba

tik. Building use type and the distribution each of businesses 

type in Laweyan will create more liveliness in the neighbour-

98 % (49) 

54 %(27) 

0 ~" ... ~"'"wmmwm""" 
Not Necessary Necessary 

KAUMAN • LA WE YAN 

Fig.11 Identity of The Place (Visitor Opinion) 

hood environment. The relationship of the owner of business 

in Laweyan is determining the closed link of family business 

within the area. Even though in Laweyan has closed intertwin

ing in process production, but the perception of intimacy of 

closeness from one business to others is perceived more close

ly in Kauman Batik cluster. This caused by social and physical 

factor. From the social factors, the total number of entrepre

neurs in Kauman (about 40 entrepreneurs) is less compared to 

Laweyan (about 70 entrepreneurs). With more less of the total 

number of entrepreneurs it is easy to communicate with one 

another. They are more solid. 

Meanwhile in Laweyan, it is felt more capitalistic competi

tion and individualistic. From the physical aspect, it proved the 

width of street and street density reflected liveliness of Batik 

cluster area. Kauman has the higher-density neighbourhood 

compared to Laweyan. It can be conclude Laweyan has func

tion and lively environment for producing Batik cluster mean

while Kauman has characteristic function and lively environ

ment as market place for selling Batik. 

4.2 Desirability Creating Vibrancy for Tourism Industry 

The field survey found that the heritage value and the tradi

tional activities production of Batik in both areas were associ

ated with a stronger feeling of desirability and uniqueness to 

preserve as local identity of the place. That is, both locations 

had positive feelings associated with them by the local com

munity and tourists' visitors concern. The physical characteris

tics that influenced those concerned were the diverse and hier

archy type of street pattern, building type and traditional Batik 

making process.Local identity as the heritage value should be 

maintain along with adding new activities. 

4.3 Planning for Vibrancy Urban Environment Kampung 

Batik Industry 

This paper put forward proposals that complement the ex

isting guideline for the improvement of kampung Batik in the 
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future. The proposal is based on the needs of the local com

munity and tourist as the users of kampung Batik, which were 

grouped into two categories: lively environment with the his

torical integrity and quality of tourism service to support mutu

al relationships. Lively environment with the historical integ

rity can be concerned with density, building use type, building 

use concentration and public space use. While the quality of 

tourism support concerned with the accessibility, security, 

qualities of amenities and conservation of the local environ

ment as the identity of the place. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The sustainable growth of industrial Batik clusters in kam

pung settlement has been influenced by several factors. This 

study aims to clarify the urban spaces of k~mpung environ

ment in Surakarta's Batik industry. In order to study urban 

spaces this study focused on the vitality and sense of place in 

urban heritage areas of Surakarta City. First, the similarities 

and differences in the vitality of industrial Batik clusters within 

urban heritage in Laweyan and Kauman was clarified; then the 

sense of place focusing on local community and tourist percep

tion of industrial Batik cluster in Laweyan and Kauman was 

clarified by analysing their opinion. At the same time, we iden

tifie~ and formulated a proposal for kampung improvement in 

urban heritage of Laweyan and Kauman Batik's clusters. The 

analysis enabled a summary of the common characteristic of 

vitality in Batik clusters in urban heritage as follows; 

1) The vitality of Industrial Batik cluster in urban kampung 

within urban heritage area has been associated with the 

number of business type, the concentration of businesses, 

the relationship of businesses within the area and the uses 

of public space in various streetscapes. The density is per

ceived differently froin the traditional methods customarily 

used (i.e., people per acre or units per acre), but perceived 

density is closely associated with the actual density when 

measured as diversity of streetscape varies in urban herit

age of Batik cluster. 

2) The following points were derived from the study to im

prove kampung settlements and the Batik industry within 

urban heritage sites by; a) conserving building heritage by 

adaptive reuse of buildings, b) conserving the layout of the 

built environment and carrying out improvements and in

troducing amenities for tourist convenience, c) establishing 

local planning guidelines which will guide Batik cluster 

development for heritage conservation and the demands of 

the tourism industry. 
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